
Abstract — Various forms of swarm intelligence are inspired by
social behavior of insects that live collectively. AntNet is a form 
of such social algorithms, but it has a scalability problem with
growing network size. If every node sends only one ant to each
destination node and there are N nodes in the network, the
total number of ants that are sent is N(N-1). In addition with
increasing overhead for large networks, most of the ants are
often lost for distant destinations. Furthermore, due to long 
travel times, ants that do arrive may carry outdated
information. In this paper, a novel hierarchical algorithm is 
proposed to resolve this scalability problem of AntNet. The
proposed Super-AntNet divides a large scale network into
several small networks that are chosen based their internal
traffic patterns. A separate ant colony is then assigned to each
of these networks. A Super-Ant Colony is then responsible to 
coordinate data routing among the colonies. Performance of 
Super-AntNet is compared with those of standard AntNet as
well as two other conventional routing algorithms such as 
Distance Vector (DV) and Link State (LS) in terms of end-to-
end delay, throughput, packet loss ratio, increased overhead, as
well as jitter. Application to a 16-node network indicates the
superiority of the proposed algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION

wide variety of routing algorithms exist for
communication networks. In traditional routing, routing
tables are updated by exchanging routing information

among the routers. In Distance-vector (DV) based routing,
for instance, routing tables are exchanged, and in Link-State
(LS), link state information is flooded over the network.
More recently, mobile agents have been used to network 
routing by inspiration from ant routing algorithms. As
Dhillon and Van mieghem [1] gave the general name
ANTRAL (ANT Routing Algorithms) to hop-by-hop
routing algorithms based on the stigmergic communication
found in natural ant colonies. Stigmergy is a form of indirect
communication by modifying the environment [2,4].

AntNet is a type of ANTRAL that was first proposed by
Di Caro and Dorigo [4] in 1998. AntNet is a promising
routing paradigm due to its complete distributed nature of 
information dissemination and is shown to provide good 
adaptation during network failures. But AntNet has a
growing scalability problem with larger scale networks,
because each node has to generate many ants for updating its 
routing table. In large networks, both over head and ant loss
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grow for distant destinations. Furthermore, ants may carry
outdated information for long travel times.

To solve the above problem, Kassabalidis and his
colleagues [6] divided the network into several clusters
based on Euclidean distance/geographical distribution of 
nodes. They created two probability tables for routing at 
each node, one for within the cluster and one for in-between
clusters. They also based their work on AntNet 1.0 which
was the first implementation of AntNet for connection-less
best-effort networks. In this work, authors propose the use
of network traffic for clustering of the network. This new
measure allows the cluster adaptation of the network based
on its actual traffic. Furthermore, the utilized AntNet 2.0 is 
more reactive that its AntNet 1.0 predecessor allowing better
matches with the routing requirements in high-speed
connection-oriented networks where best-effort services are 
provided concurrently with Quality-of-Sevice (QoS)
sessions.

In the proposed approach, the resulting hierarchical 
routing also simplifies the routing tables of the nodes. In 
other words, each node in a cluster maintains only two small
routing tables, one for the nodes in the cluster (local) and
one for other clusters (global). As a result, the size of these
routing tables does not grow significantly with the growth of 
the network. Routing performance is hence improved by two
separate ant colonies at each node, one (a regular AntNet)
that operates within the cluster and one (Super-AntNet) that
operates among clusters. Simulation analysis reveals that
performance of this algorithm is often fast and is able to
make up for AntNet's shortcomings.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the ant-colony based routing algorithms in general.
The proposed algorithm is shown in Section 3. In Section 4
simulation results are presented and compared with LS and
DV [9] as well as traditional AntNet as originally proposed 
in [4]. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions.

II. ROUTING TECHNOLOGY IN ANTRALS

Swarm intelligence is often promoted in difficult and
uncertain optimization problems, particularly in distributed
systems [3]. In network routing, for instance, most of the
current research takes inspiration from the behavior of 
natural ants such as: AntNet [4,5], Ant Colony Optimization
for routing [2], swarm intelligence for routing [6] and
helping ants for adaptive network routing [10].

There are two principal components in performance of
ANTRALs. First, exploration for shortest path and then
update of routing tables. Exploration and routing table
updates are coupled, because the mobile agents use the same
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routing table values for exploration which they use for
update. Hence, improving on exploration and routing table
update can affect the rate of convergence.

In all algorithms presented thus far [1-5], each node has a 
probability table of next hop to each destination, as shown in 
Table I. 

TABLE I
ROUTING TABLE OF ANTRALS

HopNext
30

Current Node = 1

0.10.90
0.850.152
0.90.13

Dest. Node

Each row of this table corresponds to a destination and 
each column to a neighbor. The values of each row are the 
probabilities of choosing the corresponding neighbors as the 
next hop. In swarm based algorithms, these values lead ants
to explore the network and find better paths. By discovering
a better path, probability values of tables are updated.
Hence, the data packets transit more through this path,
leading to higher probabilities to next hop.

A. Data Structures at Nodes

In AntNet, mobile agents communicate indirectly, 
through update of the two data structures Tk and Mk stored at 
each network node k. A routing table Tk is a matrix with
probabilistic entries as shown in  Figure 1. The table of each 
destination d and every neighbor node n, Tk stores a 

probability value ndp  that is the probability of choosing n

as the next hop. 

],1[)}({1 NdkneighborsNp k
Nn

nd

k

As seen by local node k, each destination d's table

),,( 2
dddk WM contains a moving observation window

Wd, of size Wmax. Wd is used to compute the best last trip

times
dbestt . The average d  and variance 2

d  represent 

the mean and variance of the trip times experienced by 
forward ants to move from node k to destination node d.

Fig. 1. The data structures of node k with neighbors x, y and z and a 
network with N nodes: routing table (

kT ) and statistics table (
kM ) [1].

In Equations (1) and (2), dkt  represents the new trip

times of ants that come recently from node k to destination
node d and the factor  weighs the number of most recent 

samples that will really affect average and Wmax is the
maximum allowed size of the observation window [4,10].

(1))( ddkdd t

(2)))(( 2222
dddkdd t

B. AntNet Description 

AntNet can be described as follows [5, 7, 8]:
1) At regular intervals, from each source node s, a forward 

ant dsF  is launched randomly to each destination 

node d.
2) The forward ants store their paths and traffic 

information to their stack dsS  while traveling to

destination nodes. 
3) At each node k, each forward ant chooses the next node 

as follows:
If any of the neighboring nodes have not been 
visited, the next hop is one of the nodes that are not
already visited. 
The selection is based on the routing table and the
size of queue of the neighbor using (3) and (4). 

(3)
)1(1 k

nnd
nd N

lp
p

(4)kN

n
n

n
n

q

q
l

1

1

Nk is the set of neighbors of the node k and ln is the
availability factor which is calculated according to 

Equation (4). The nq in Equation (4) is the length

of the queue of messages to be forwarded from
node k to its neighbor node n. The value  in (3) 
weighs the importance of the instantaneous state of
the node’s queue with respect to the probability
values stored in the routing table.
If all the neighbors have been already visited, then
next node is selected with equal probability.

4) If a cycle is detected, all nodes composing the cycle are
popped from the ant’s stack.

5) After forward ant dsF  is reached to node d, it 

produces backward ant sdB . The backward ant returns 

to the source node by using the same path as the
forward ant in opposite direction.

6) When the backward ant arrives at node k from neighbor
h, it can update the two data structure Tk and Mk of node 
k.

For more information see our earlier work mention in [10].

III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Every network is characterized by a certain traffic pattern
among its member nodes. Considering this traffic pattern
and its corresponding topology can greatly influence routing
performance. For example, the internal network of a given
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department is designed for transporting data and 
administrative works within it. Hence, it has a lot of
communication within itself. On the other hand, it has little
communication with other networks that are outside of it. In
such case, by dividing the network to several local clusters,
we can do local routing and it does not need to know about
the other network nodes. 

In a large planar network, when a part of the network is
changed, it is more important to issue this variation to all of
the nodes in the network. But this variation is more
important for nodes that have more communication with it.
Therefore, network clustering allows nodes of a certain
cluster to only store the information of that cluster, and the
nodes become free of the rest of the network’s routing
information. Even if parts of the network alter such as due to
link or node failures, these variations will have effect mainly
on that specific part of the network, and other parts of the
network are less affected by it. Hence, nodes can continue
routing into the colonies, without being aware of these
variations. Moreover, the speed of routing increases,
because they have little interaction between routing data and 
external nodes. 

In this research, use of intelligent agents at two levels of
local and global is proposed to significantly reduce the size
of routing table and hence routing is simplified. The 
proposed algorithm has 3 steps. The first step is dividing the
set of network nodes into clusters based on their traffic
pattern. For example, the nodes that use same language have 
more data exchange with each other (relation Spanish nodes 
with each other). The Second step is routing by mobile
agents, and the third step is sending traffic to the destination
via discovered routes by the ants. The first step is only done 
when there is a change in general topology. And so it is not
frequent. The second and third steps are the usual routing
algorithms that are operated in real time.

A. Network Clustering

AntNet has a scalability problem. If every node sends
only one ant to each destination node and we have N nodes
at the network, the total number of ants that have to be sent
is N(N-1). This amount of overhead for a big size network is
too high. Furthermore, for distant destinations, most of the
ants are lost. In addition, long travel times make that ant’s
information outdated. This problem is solved by network
clustering into colonies. I. Kassabalidis and the other authors
of [6] chosen k-means clustering, where the distance function is
the Euclidean distance between nodes. But, our clustering is
done based on the relation of nodes to each other, as
mentioned above. 

B. Routing

After network clustering, two kinds of agents (ants) are
identified for network, “local ant” and “super ant”. Local 
ants are used to discover routes within their clusters, while
super ants are used to find routes among clusters. Hence,
each node has two kinds of routing tables; a local routing
table and a super routing table, as shown in Table II, III. 

TABLE II

LOCAL ROUTING TABLE

HopNext
30

Current Node =1

0.10.90
0.850.152
0.90.13

Dest. Node

TABLE III
SUPER ROUTING TABLE

HopNext
430

Current Node =1

0.80.150.05B
0.050.90.05C
0.050.750.2D

Dest.
Cluster

In the super routing table, all the neighbors of the nodes
contain a nodes list of next hop. But, in the local routing
table, only local nodes that belong to the same cluster can be 
chosen as a next hop. For example, according to Fig. 3, 
when we are in node 1 at cluster A, the next hop for
destination node 2 is specified by local routing table as node
3. When the destination node is 11 in cluster C the next hop 
is specified by the super routing table as node 3. See the
pseudo code of Super-Ant in Fig. 2 for more conception.
The probabilities of these tables are computing just like
AntNet algorithm, while adding some features as below:

Fig. 2.  The pseudo code of Super-AntNet.
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1) At a regular time, one local ant is sent to the node of 
the same cluster and one super ant is sent to other
clusters.
2) Local ants find next hop within local routing tables
and super-ants find it within super-routing tables.
3) Both of them store routing information and 
corresponding arrival times in their stack.
4) If an ant comes to a node that it has visited
previously, it removes all loop information from its
memory and chooses next hop randomly.
Notice that, ants have a specified hopcount for traveling.
If they are local ants, their hopcount is equal to their
cluster’s number of nodes. If they are super-ants, their
hopcount is equal to the total number of nodes in the
network.
5) When an ant reaches to its destination, it produces a 
backward ant and returns it to the source node within the
same path. It also has the permission to update the
routing tables of intermediate nodes. Note that, super 
ants produce backward super ants as well, immediately
after reaching the first node of their destination cluster. 

 Fig. 3  Topology of the 16 node networks with 4 clusters.

C. Sending Traffic

After setting up the routing tables by ants, data packets
choose their next hop according to the highest probable for 
going to destination node. In our simulation, data packets
use the following procedure:

1) When a data packet is produced at the source, it 
knows the destination node and cluster.
2) If source and destination nodes are not at the same
cluster, the data packets chooses the next hop according 
to the highest probability of the super-routing table.
3) Otherwise it uses the local routing table.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For showing the above concept, the proposed algorithm is
simulated on 16 node network at NS2 [12]. According  Fig.
3, the network is divided into 4 clusters. All the links are
duplex and there are 2 sources for producing the Constant
Bit Rate (CBR) traffic. 

At first, the dynamically of the algorithm is examined

with starting CBR flow from node 9 to node 11. It specifies 
the shortest path as 9-8-11. But after the link 9-8 fails, data
is routed through 9-10-11. This procedure is examined for 
source node 14 and destination node 11. The results were 
similar in dynamically to local routing as above. 

The bit rate of source node 14 is 2Mbps, and for source 
node 9 it is 8Mbps. The packet size is 1000 bytes for node 9 
and 256 bytes for node 14. Note that, sending local traffic
time is more than non-local, because we have supposed that, 
more of the network communication is local.

To verify the implementation of our proposed Super-
AntNet algorithm, the simulation results are compared with 
three cases (standard AntNet and two traditional routing
algorithms LS and DV [9]).

A. Compare Super-AntNet and AntNet

Some of network parameters such as: end-to-end delay
(sec), receiving throughput (bit/sec), packet loss rate, jitter 
and overhead were computed for measurement of QoS. 

1) End-to-End Delay: According to Fig. 4, end-to-end
delay of Super-AntNet at local routing is close to that of
AntNet, but for destination nodes that are not in the same
cluster as the source node, Super-AntNet is significantly
better than AntNet. This improvement is due to using super
routing tables. When the destination node is specified at the
outside of cluster, it does not need to search it from all
destinations, while it searches the destination cluster of the
node from the super routing table. Also, the number of 
clusters is much lower than the number of nodes in AntNet
routing table.

The other reason for lower delay in Super-AntNet is due
to the modified routing table’s information; because ants do
not need to travel long distances at the network. They return
when they reach the first node of the destination cluster;
therefore, they return the most recent variations. Fig. 5 
shows a comparison of delay along the parts of simulation.

2) Receiving Throughput: As Fig. 6 indicates, the
receiving throughput of Super-AntNet in the local region is
approximately comparable to AntNet. But in Non-Local
fields Super-AntNet results is better than AntNet, because 
with clustering we have fewer packet losses and more
packets arriving at their destinations. Fig. 7 shows this
improvement clearly.

3) Packet Loss Rate: According to Table. IV, packet loss 
of AntNet is significantly higher than Super-AntNet,
because we have more lost packets in AntNet in the Non-
local field. Moreover, as mentioned above, ant loss rate at
long distant paths is high in AntNet.

TABLE IV
PACKET LOSS VALUES FOR DATA PACKET AND OVERHEAD.

4) Jitter Error: Jitter error or delay variation is the other
parameter for showing convergence rate. As Fig. 8 shows
the average of jitter of Super-AntNet is less than AntNet.
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5) Overhead: One of the suitable properties for routing
algorithm is decreasing overhead, because we should have 
optimum use of bandwidth. As we use two kinds of ants for

Super-AntNet, our ant generation rate must be half of 
AntNet for correct comparison of results. However, if ants
have high circulation and are forwarded continuously by
intermediate nodes, they impose more overhead to the
network. So, overhead is computed based on sending ants at
the network (including the intermediate nodes). According
to Fig. 9 the number of sending overhead bytes (circulating
of ants) in Super-AntNet is much lower than AntNet,
because the local ants travel into clusters, firstly and super 
ants return to source node after reaching the first node of
destination cluster. But, the question is, “what ant generation
rate yields the optimal routing?” . Fig. 10 shows a 
comparison of the number of ant losses by increasing ant
generation rate.
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Fig. 8.  Comparison of average of delay variation (Jitter Error). 
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Fig. 9.  Comparison of overhead between Super-AntNet and AntNet.

As you see in Fig. 10 in AntNet, when ant generation rate
is increasing, ant loss is growing, too. It shows some of the
ants in high ant generation rate are losing along the distant
paths, but Super-AntNet has not such problem.
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Fig. 10.  Comparison of overhead between Super-AntNet and AntNet.

B.  Super-AntNet with Traditional Routing Algorithms 

The proposed algorithm is comparable on several
principal measures of routing when compared with DV and 
LS, two traditional routing algorithms.

1) End-to-End Delay: According to Fig. 11, end-to-end
delay of Super-AntNet is less than LS. It is worse than DV.
This is because as in Fig 14, it has a higher overhead from
DV.

2) Receiving Throughput: As Fig. 12 indicates, the
receiving throughput of Super-AntNet is better than all
others. So as seen in Fig. 13, it has better throughput in non-
local regions than others.
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Fig. 12.  Comparison of receiving throughput. 
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Fig. 13.  Comparison of receiving throughput at Non-local field. 

3) Packet Loss Rate and Jitter Error: Packet loss rate and 
jitter of Super-AntNet is higher than the others, but this can
be acceptable considering the high overhead of LS as

Fig.14.
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Fig. 14.  Comparison of overhead among Super-AntNet, DV and LS.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the problem of scalability in traditional
AntNet is addressed by proposing hierarchical network
routing. Super-AntNet improves routing by local and global
routing. It divides the network into clusters by considering
traffic among nodes. Routing into clusters is performed
without any knowledge of routing variation outside of the
clusters. So it tends to be an efficient and fast routing with
less overhead and packet loss as well as higher throughput,
especially in long distances.

Simulation results using NS2 confirms the advantage of 
the proposed algorithm as compared with standard AntNet.
Super AntNet shows that it can route data packet more
efficiently and to avoid going to false long paths. Results
indicate that, by applying the hierarchical Super-AntNet, the 
total delay of the traditional algorithm is improved by
16.22% and also 24.23% for far destinations when
compared with AntNet. Future directions of this research 
include testing the algorithm on more complex networks
such as WAN.
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